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What Is Going On

- Berlin agenda
- IETF actions (beyond IAOC's) after the Singapore decision
- Long-term evolution
The Berlin Agenda

• More meeting time requested than ever before: 255 hours for WGs, BOFs, and RGs

• 14 new working groups, BOFs or other new meetings (8 proper BOFs, new routing protocol WG with open source community, etc.)

• Expecting interesting discussion on QUIC, cryptographic ledgers, ICN, etc.
IETF Actions re: IETF 100

- Actions and changes initiated by the IAOC
- Chartering the MTGVENUE WG
- Commit to producing a BCP on venue criteria and geographic distribution policy
- Additional special session on human rights and visas in Berlin: IMTG
- Commit to better informed process re: venue effects on groups of participants
- Commit to continue to follow 1-1-1-* re: Asia
- Explore virtual meeting opportunities, incl. full meetings
Long-Term IETF Evolution

- A design team looked at trends
- Not much take-up in discussion
- I wanted to inject some more concrete suggestions:
  - 1 -- Make it easier for people to participate
  - 2 -- Be even better in using online collaboration
  - 3 -- Focus on linking standards to code, interop, operation
  - 4 -- Evolve IETF sponsorship models to be less about meetings
- Some agreement on these, but also plenty of technical discussion regarding best forms of online collaboration